Advanced Computational Modeling of Vapor Deposition in a High-Pressure Reactor
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Abstract

In search of novel approaches to produce new materials for electro-optic technologies, advances have been achieved in the development of computer models for vapor deposition reactors in space. Numerical simulations are invaluable tools for costly and difficult processes, such as those experiments designed for high pressures and microgravity conditions. Indium nitride is a candidate compound for high-speed laser and photo diodes for optical communication system, as well as for semiconductor lasers operating into the blue and ultraviolet regions. But InN and other nitride compounds exhibit large thermal decomposition at its optimum growth temperature. In addition, epitaxy at lower temperatures and subatmospheric pressures incorporates indium droplets into the InN films. However, surface stabilization data indicate that InN could be grown at 900 K in high nitrogen pressures, and microgravity could provide laminar flow conditions. Numerical models for chemical vapor deposition have been developed, coupling complex chemical kinetics with fluid dynamic properties.

1. Introduction.

The possibility of developing blue or ultraviolet (UV) light emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser diodes, as well as high-frequency transistors operating at high powers and temperature, has generated much interest in group IIIA-nitride compounds (e.g., InN, GaN, and AlN) [1]. These materials are mainly produced by metallo-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [2]. The most studied group IIIA-nitride compound is GaN [3], but in recent years, the number of publications concerning InN has increased significantly due to its unique properties [4]. For example, incorporation of small concentrations of In in GaN considerably increases luminescence efficiency [5] and In,Ga,N quantum wells are the core of high-efficiency LEDs operating in the green to violet region. Monte Carlo calculations [6] have predicted: (a) that InN exhibits extremely high peak drift velocity at room temperature and a saturation velocity much larger than GaN, resulting in much better transport characteristics over a wide range of temperature and doping concentrations; (b) that InN exhibits the highest peak overshoot velocity lasting over the longest distance when compared with GaN and AlN; (c) that InN has an extremely high speed with a cutoff frequency of over 1 THz for 0.1 μm gates in field-effect transistors (FETs). Thus, its transport properties suggest that there may be advantages for using InN in high frequency centimeter and millimeter wave devices over GaN; its transient electron transport properties suggest that it may be better than GaN in submicron-scale devices, where transient transport is the dominant mechanism; and, that InN is a highly potential material for the fabrication of high-speed high-performance heterojunction FETs.

Until recently, the accepted optical band gap energy for InN was 1.89 eV at room temperature [7]. But, single crystalline high quality hexagonal InN films grown by MBE showed a band gap energy between 0.65 and 0.90 eV, measured by optical absorption, photoluminescence, photoluminescence excitation and photoreflectivity [8-9]. Assuming that the larger band gap is correct, then the emission at around 0.7 eV may be interpreted as deep level emissions [10]. Conversely, assuming that the narrower band gap is correct, then the emission at 1.9 eV may be attributed to the presence of oxynitrides [11]. The lower band gap value of 0.7 eV is
compatible with the wavelength of optical fibers. Diodes for optical communication system is another possible application for InN. To make such devices, p-type InN would be essential. But the undoped InN film usually displays high n-type conductivity. Mg doping has been attempted unsuccessfully in search of p-type InN [12-13]. Also, the highest mobility and lowest background carrier concentrations achieved in MOVPE [14] are 730 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ and 5.8x10$^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$, respectively, and in MBE [15] are 2050 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ and 3.49x10$^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$, respectively. For comparison, the highest mobility and lowest background carrier concentrations reported for GaN are 950 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ and 8x10$^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$, respectively [16]. Recently, strong photoluminescence has been observed in InN films grown on silicon substrates [17].

InN is the most difficult group IIIA-nitride to grow because the equilibrium vapor pressure of nitrogen over InN is much higher than over AlN and GaN. Figure 1 shows the equilibrium N$_2$ pressures versus inverse temperature, using linear fit equations obtained by Ambacher et al. [18] from high pressure data and theoretical calculations.

Thus, fabrication of high-speed laser and photo crystalinity, surface morphology, growth rate, and electrical properties. But growth pressure is also a basic parameter, especially affecting the electrical properties of the InN film. In conventional MOVPE, the temperature range is usually 820-920 K, with either atmospheric or subatmospheric (76 torr) pressure.

The source materials generally used for MOVPE growth of InN are trimethylindium (TMI) and ammonia (NH$_3$), with N$_2$ as the carrier gas. If the temperature of the substrate needs to be reduced to prevent InN decomposition, a way of increasing TMI dissociation is to reduce the flow rate. But, to maintain laminar flow, a condition that is required for homogeneous epitaxy, the Grashof number (G$_r$) must be much smaller than the square of the Reynolds number ($R_e$), as defined by equations 1 and 2:

$$G_r = \frac{h^3 g \rho \beta_T \Delta T}{\mu^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$R_e = \frac{\rho u h}{A \mu}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $h$ is the channel height, $g$ the gravity vector, $\rho$ the density of the fluid, $\beta_T$ the volume coefficient of expansion, $\Delta T$ the change in temperature in the channel, $\mu$ the viscosity of the gas, $u$ the standard flow rate, $A$ the cross-sectional area, and $P$ the standard pressure. From equations 1 and 2 it can be seen that the $G_r/R_e^2$ ratio is proportional to $g (P/\mu)^2$. Therefore, on the ground, high pressure MOVPE must be carried out at a sufficiently high flow velocity to maintain a small $G_r/R_e^2$ ratio. Alternatively, under conditions of reduced gravity, an increase in $P$ could be coupled with a smaller $u$ without an onset of turbulence. Furthermore, higher N$_2$ pressures can suppress nitrogen evaporation from the grown InN film, according the the following equation:

$$\text{InN (s)} \rightarrow \text{In (f)} + \frac{1}{2} \text{N}_2 \text{ (g)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In the context of a need for extending MOVPE processing to elevated pressures, new reactor designs have been built that cover the pressure range $10^2$ to $10^3$ atm. These reactors are now available for both scientific studies and process development at Georgia State University. Although MOVPE processes at elevated pressure can be studied on the ground, there are significant limits in the choice of conditions related to onset of turbulence. This is particularly important in a reactor with forced channel flow operating at elevated pressure, in the range of Reynolds numbers greater than one thousand. Turbulence is known to introduce fluctuations in vapor

![Figure 1. Equilibrium N$_2$ pressures over the group IIIA-N solid, from high pressure experiments and theoretical calculations.](image-url)
density on a wide range of spatial and time scales. The reduction of the Grashof number in a microgravity environment by several orders of magnitude relaxes the requirement of fast linear flow velocity in the channel, and thus allows experimentation at Reynolds numbers well below the critical value of one thousand, that is, under conditions of well-behaved flow.

Experiments to be performed in space are difficult to perform, costly, and cannot be performed repeatedly. Simulations of fluid dynamics coupled to chemical reactions, transport, adsorption and surface reactions that result in epitaxial crystal growth have been helpful in both reactor and process design. Stringfellow and co-workers first proposed a model to predict the composition of IIIA-VA alloys by MOVPE, assuming thermodynamic equilibrium [19].

A thermodynamic approach was used by Koukitu and Seki [20] to study IIIA-VA semiconductor alloys, and their model included a constraint regarding equilibrium partial pressures for the major species. On the other hand, Mountziaris and Jensen developed a kinetic model for GaAs from trimethylgallium and arsine [21]. The general thermodynamic model was recently applied by Asai and Dandy [22] to a systematic study of IIIA-VA semiconductor alloy deposition, including nitrides grown by MOVPE. A model based on 2D steady-state Navier-Stokes equations of fluid dynamics and gas-phase chemical reactions has been used to simulate MOVPE deposition of InGaN, by Talalaev et al. [23]. Similarly, Carr et al. have used the Chemkin [24] program to study the trimethylgallium and ammonia chemical vapor deposition process [25].

However, the set of input parameters for such computations still requires refinements, which motivated the research discussed here. We expect that in a microgravity environment validations of the models and input parameters will be possible, without the ambiguities inherent to simulations of turbulent flow. The ultimate goal of the numerical simulations presented here is to address the following specific questions:

1. To what maximum temperature can the decomposition of InN be extended by processing in a microgravity environment at a pressure of 100 atm?
2. How does the shift of the decomposition of source vapor molecules from the surface of the heated substrate into the adjacent gas phase affect the kinetics of heteroepitaxial growth in microgravity at high pressure?
3. How does the kinetics of heteroepitaxial overgrowth respond to changes from laminar to turbulent flow?
4. What differences exist in steady-state heteroepitaxial growth for laminar and turbulent flow?
5. Is it possible to devise reduced order models that permit the simulation of processes that are executed under conditions of turbulent flow on the ground?


In MOVPE, a reactive gas flow that is transported through a reactor chamber, undergoes gas-phase reactions and/or surface reactions at a substrate. In both cases, the precursors become adsorbed at the surface, diffuse, and nucleate resulting in film growth. Even after a decade of experience in MBE and MOCVE growth, there is uncertainty regarding many of the processes that take place during film growth since the diagnostic tools used in surface science usually cannot be applied under the conditions of the reaction chamber. In order to bring advancement in the field of crystal growth processes, there is increasing interest in pursuing integrated approaches towards intelligent modeling, design and control of crystal growth processes. The thrust of these efforts is to develop models that can account for all important phenomena associated with the growth process, which may be used as a predictive design tool to achieve optimal process conditions including those processing conditions that are outside the reach of conventional chemical vapor deposition.

These processes are usually classified as occurring at three length and time scales. At the macroscopic level, the simulations address growth rate, film composition and film uniformity. At the mesoscopic level, the simulations involve prediction of detailed surface morphology. At the microscopic level, the simulations account for adsorption, diffusion and chemical reactions at the substrate. All three levels are required to predict the characteristics of the epitaxy. The present investigation involves macroscopic simulations that utilize parameters obtained from microscopic models.

The macroscopic simulations solve the conservation equations describing fluid flow, heat and mass transfer, coupled with homogeneous and heterogeneous chemical reactions that are modeled under steady-state conditions. The simulations require previous knowledge of various parameters as a function of temperature and pressure: transport properties of the species (e.g., thermal conductivity, diffusion and viscosity coefficients), thermochemical properties of the species (e.g., molecular heat capacity, enthalpy and entropy), as well as homogeneous and heterogeneous reaction rate constants. These continuum models are performed in two or three-dimensions, using a finite difference approach. At the
microscopic level, molecular orbital calculations are used, based on density functional theory, to obtain information regarding the structure of single molecules, as well as their electronic, vibrational and rotational energies. These properties, combined with statistical thermodynamics, are used to determine the thermochemical properties of the species. Molecular mechanic calculations, performed on multiple molecules, are used to determine the transport properties of the species. In addition, quantum chemistry calculations, together with transition state theory, are used to predict reaction rate constants.

Numerical simulations have been performed using an existing general-purpose commercial software, CFD-ACE [26]; developed by CFD Research Corporation of Huntsville, Alabama. The governing equations that are solved by CFD-ACE consist of conservation laws for mass, momentum, energy, and species, as well as models for thermodynamic and transport properties, and chemical reactions. The physical and chemical models in CFD-ACE that are relevant to the modeling of vapor deposition are: (a) a multi-component transport model [27], (b) a thermal radiation model computed based on the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations [28], (c) a gas phase chemistry model using rate coefficients that have an Arrhenius form of the type

\[ k = A T^n \exp \left( -\frac{E_a}{kT} \right) \]  

being \( n \) and \( E_a \) constants for each reaction, and \( A \) (the pre-exponential factor) that may have a pressure and temperature dependence, and (d) a surface chemistry model to account for chemistry between surface adsorbed species.

The numerical simulations involve chemical kinetics and fluid dynamics considerations. The two aspects of the numerical simulations are summarized in Figure 2. From the chemical kinetics point of view, (a) the elementary steps that constitute the chemical mechanism must be selected; (b) the temperature and pressure-dependent thermodynamic properties must be obtained for all gas species included in the elementary steps; (c) the temperature and pressure-dependent reaction rate constants must be obtained for all gaseous and heterogeneous reactions; and (d) the physical parameters necessary for the fluid dynamics simulations (viscosity, thermal conductivity, and diffusivity) must be obtained.

**Figure 2. Scheme for performing an advanced computational model**
In previous work we have shown that density functional theory can adequately predict electronic energies for indium compounds within a few kiloJoules per mole and harmonic frequencies within 10% of experimental values [29]. Using the results of those calculations, and by applying statistical thermodynamics, we have estimated the thermodynamic properties of many indium compounds, for which we published the corresponding JANAF parameters [30] at atmospheric pressure. In those calculations, we have included secondary effects (such as internal rotations, excited electronic states and anharmonicity corrections, as well as real gas corrections) that may be of consequence at conditions of high temperature and pressure. All electronic and vibrational calculations were performed with the quantum mechanical program Gaussian 2003 [31].

Previously, we have developed a procedure for calculating reaction rate constants for the homolytic dissociation of group IIIA and group VA compounds based on quantum mechanical calculations and transition state theory [32]. The procedure uses a novel semiclassical approach for determining the critical configuration, whereas quantum mechanics is used to determine the characteristics of the initial and final states. Comparison of predicted reaction rate constants with eleven experimentally determined values showed that our predictions were within 100 times the experimental values. The comparison included free radical dissociations and some high-pressure dissociation reactions. The accuracy of the predictions compares very well with the uncertainty of the experimental data.

With respect to the fluid dynamic aspects, a reactor design and input conditions must be selected. In this investigation, the design was based on the compact hard-shell reactor for high pressures of Georgia State University. This reactor was built to withstand pressures up to 100 atm. Two identical inner core halves are placed on top of each other and inserted into the pressure bearing reactor shell. The reactor thus features machined inner walls, grading in and out of the entrance and exit ports, such that the flow channel formed has constant cross section from entrance to exit. Two substrate prisms heated from the back are made part of the top and bottom channel walls. Therefore, the divergence of nutrient fluxes to these substrate crystals in the top and bottom channel walls is symmetric to the centerline. The reactor is 12 inches long and has, at the substrate location, an inner channel height and width of 1 mm and 50 mm, respectively.

3. Results.

Results on the gas-phase dissociation of trimethylindium (TMI) are reported based on the following models: a) a strictly thermodynamic model; b) a strictly chemical kinetic model; c) an advanced chemical kinetic/fluid dynamic numerical simulation in an MOVPE reactor. Finally, advances on the InN deposition in a MOVPE reactor are also reported.

3.1 Thermodynamic model of TMI dissociation

Reactions [5] through [11] were considered for the thermodynamic model, including TMI, dimethylindium (DMI), singlet and triplet monomethylindium (MMI), atomic indium (In), methyl radical (CH$_3$) and ethane (C$_2$H$_6$). The dissociation constants were calculated as discussed.
under Methods, at four conditions of temperature and pressure: 1 atm and 20 atm, and at 300 and 1000 K. These conditions were selected to compare the results under normal conditions of pressure and temperature with conditions of high pressure and/or temperature.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{TMI} & \rightarrow \text{DMI} + \text{CH}_3 & K_1 \\
\text{DMI} & \rightarrow \text{MMI} \text{ singlet} + \text{CH}_3 & K_2 \\
\text{DMI} & \rightarrow \text{MMI} \text{ triplet} + \text{CH}_3 & K_3 \\
\text{MMI singlet} & \rightarrow \text{In} + \text{CH}_3 & K_4 \\
\text{MMI triplet} & \rightarrow \text{In} + \text{CH}_3 & K_5 \\
\text{MMI singlet} & \rightarrow \text{MMI triplet} & K_6 \\
\text{CH}_3 + \text{CH}_3 & \rightarrow \text{C}_2\text{H}_6 & K_7
\end{align*}
\]

The thermodynamic model resulted in complete dissociation for TMI at 300K. See Figure 4. Under the four conditions studied, TMI mostly dissociates into singlet monomethylindium (MMI). Higher pressure increased the mole fraction of atomic In. Triplet MMI is not shown in Figure 4 because its mole fraction was negligible compared to singlet MMI.

Thus, these results seem to indicate that TMA and TMG do not dissociate at 300 K because of thermodynamic reasons, whereas TMI does not dissociate because of the kinetics of its dissociation. To confirm this hypothesis, a strictly chemical kinetic model was solved by finite differences.

### 3.2 Chemical kinetic model of TMI dissociation

A strictly chemical kinetic system of equations was solved for the dissociation of TMI, using reactions [5], [6], [8] and [11]. The reaction rate constants were calculated as described under Methods. The dissociation of TMI at 300 K was calculated up to $1.4x10^5$ s, using increasing time increments from $2x10^{-11}$ s to 1000 s. No dissociation of TMI was detected.

Figure 5 shows the results obtained after 2 nanoseconds, using a time increment of $2x10^{11}$ s, for temperatures ranging from 500 to 900 K. Initially, TMI dissociation favors DMI over MMI and atomic In. But an increase in temperature affects more the concentration of atomic In than the concentrations of MMI or DMI: about 50, 29 and 25 moles per K, respectively. Also, the increase in pressure from 1 atm to 20 atm increases the initial mole fraction of atomic In, MMI and DMI by factors of 10,000, 1,000, and 100, respectively.

A similar analysis on trimethylaluminum (TMA) and trimethylgallium (TMG) at 300 K resulted in a fully undissociated TMA and only 0.4% dissociation of TMG into monomethylgallium (MMG). At 1000 K, there was 0.1% TMA dissociation into monomethylaluminum (MMA) and 17% dissociation of TMG into MMG. There is experimental evidence that TMI, TMG and TMA do not dissociate at 300K.

Figure 6 shows the results obtained with the strictly chemical kinetic model based on reactions [5], [6], [8] and [11], after 0.1 s, using a time increment of $1x10^4$ s, at four conditions of temperature and pressure: 1 atm and 20 atm, and at 850 and 1000 K. At 850 K, both pressures showed
about 4% TMI dissociation, and ratios of MMI to atomic In to DMI of about 120:12:1. At 1000 K, both pressures showed about 72% TMI dissociation, and ratios of MMI to atomic In to DMI of about 180:100:1. Since TMI did not dissociate at 300 K, case is not shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6. Dissociation of trimethylindium (TMI) based on a strictly chemical kinetic analysis, after 0.1 seconds.** Solid black: pressure = 1 atm, temperature = 850 K; dark gray: pressure = 20 atm, temperature = 850 K; light gray: pressure = 1 atm, temperature = 1000 K; striped: pressure = 20 atm, temperature = 1000 K.

In summary, the strictly kinetic models showed: a) a dramatic change in TMI dissociation between 850 and 1000 K; b) negligible DMI concentrations; and, c) an increase in atomic In with increasing temperature or pressure.

### 3.3 Chemical kinetic / fluid dynamic model of TMI dissociation

Numerical simulations of the dissociation of TMI in a MOVPE reactor were performed using the general purpose computational-fluid-dynamics code CFD-ACE. The physical characteristics of the model were based on an existent compact hard-shell reactor. As discussed under Methods, CFD-ACE can simulate multi-species transport, heat and mass transfer (including thermal radiation), fully coupled gas phase and surface chemistry for conventional chemical vapor deposition reactors. The simple system of reactions chosen to simulate the dissociation of trimethylindium were reactions [5] through [11]. No species with two In atoms were included (i.e., no In-In bond formation). No C-H bond breaking was assumed to occur, since that bond breaking requires more energy than an In-C dissociation (about 300 and 200 kJ mol$^{-1}$, respectively). The only species with more than one multiplicity considered was MMI, which may be a singlet or a triplet with a difference in energy of 190 kJ mol$^{-1}$.

The modeling required three types of parameters: (a) reaction rate constants; (b) thermodynamic properties for all species, and (c) transport properties for all species. The first two types of parameters were obtained as discussed under Methods. The transport properties were estimated from parameters of the 6-12 Lennard-Jones and Sutherland potentials. The Sutherland parameters were obtained from the values of the 6-12 Lennard-Jones potential at intermolecular distances greater than 10 Å. The simulations only involve homogeneous gas phase reactions, based on the assumption that the substrate surface provided no sinks for the dissociation products of the organometallic compound formed in the vapor phase, that is, that no deposition occurred at the substrate.

The boundary conditions on the momentum equations specified no slip at the solid walls. Simple thermal boundary conditions were based on the assumption of adiabatic outer wall temperatures. All walls were set to 300 K, whereas the substrate walls were set to 1000 K. The operating conditions corresponded to a flow dominated by forced convection (where the Grashof number was much smaller than the square of Reynolds number). We assumed a parabolic inlet flow velocity of 12 standard liters per minute (slm) and a constant inlet gas temperature of 300 K. The carrier gas was N$_2$, with a flow rate of 12 standard liters per minute, and a mass fraction for TMI of 2x10$^{-4}$. The reactor consisted of a grid of 90,657 cells and 109,570 nodes, with the concentration of grid cells larger in the region of the substrate.

The gas phase reactions of TMI were obtained in the pressure range of 1 to 20 atm, under steady-state conditions. At the leading edge of the substrate, and at 1 atm, TMI is the main species present. At 2.5 atm, there is as much TMI as MMI, and at higher pressures MMI is about 90%. Thus, increasing pressure promotes MMI formation at the leading edge of the substrate.

The predicted mole fractions at the center of the substrate, as a function of pressure, are shown in Figure 7. At 1 atm, there is 40% TMI and 58% MMI. A maximum of 93% MMI occurs at 2.5 atm. Increasing pressures reduce MMI mole fraction, while increasing atomic In. For pressures above 12.5 atm, the mole fraction for atomic In predominates, and at 20 atm there is 70% atomic In and 30% MMI.
The trailing edge of the substrate shows 30% TMI, 70% MMI at 1 atm, then few percent higher atomic In fractions than the center of the substrate for pressures below 12.5 atm, and finally few percent higher MMI fractions than the center of the substrate for pressures above 12.5 atm.

We interpret the results as follows: the increase in temperature favors dissociation of TMI into MMI and the increase in pressure favors dissociation of MMI into atomic In. These results regarding the dissociation of TMI clearly demonstrated the need of an advanced chemical/fluid dynamic model to simulate the MOVPE of InN. A comparison between the results from the simulation of the dissociation of TMI and experimental measurements taken between the range of 1 to 20 atm is under way.

The methyl and hydrogen radicals could combine to form methane (CH₄), ethane (C₂H₆) or molecular hydrogen (H₂). The InN film could decompose as shown by reaction [3].

There are many possible reacting species for the system described. As a first approximation, only two indium reactive species were selected: MMI for the formation of InN, and TMI for the formation of the TMI:NH₃ adduct. Similarly, only two nitrogen reactive species were chosen: triplet NH for the formation of InN, and NH₃ for the formation of the adduct. NH was generated by a two-step photolysis of NH₃ in the vicinity of the substrate, which is technically attainable. The formation of the TMI:NH₃ adduct was assumed to occur in the gas phase while the thermal decomposition of TMI either occurred in the gas phase or on a TMI molecule adsorbed to the surface. In the simulations, InN could be formed either in the gas phase and subsequently adsorbed to the surface, or by direct reaction of an adsorbed MMI with gaseous NH. In either case, InN could undergo decomposition, a process that was strongly dependent on pressure. The thermodynamic and transport properties of the species, as well as the reaction rate constants, were determined as discussed under Methods.

Three basic chemical mechanisms for InN film formation were considered. In all three mechanisms, TMI thermally dissociated in the gas phase to MMI (reaction [13]), NH₃ spectroscopically dissociated to NH (reaction [14]), and MMI reacted with NH homogeneously to form InN gas (reaction [15]). InN gas deposited onto the sapphire surface to form InN film (reaction [16]). In addition to reactions [13] to [16], Mechanism II included adsorption of MMI to the surface (reaction [17]) which further reacted with NH to form InN film (reaction [18]). In addition to reactions [13] to [18], Mechanism III included the adsorption of TMI to the sapphire surface (reaction [19]), followed by dissociation into adsorbed MMI (reaction [20]), and reaction of the bound MMI with the NH radical to form InN film (reaction [21]). In all three mechanisms, the CH₃ and H radicals combine to form CH₄ (reaction [22]). The main competing reaction to the MMI and NH reaction was the formation of the TMI:NH₃ adduct (reaction [23]). Formation of this adduct was included as part of the three mechanisms. The incoming reactants (TMI and NH₃) were introduced into the reactor under two regimes: simultaneously and in pulses. The pulsing case was designed to minimize adduct formation. It is important to note that the three mechanisms did not

![Figure 7. Dissociation of TMI in a MOVPE reactor, based on a chemical kinetic/fluid dynamic model, under steady-state conditions, as a function of pressure.](image-url)

3.3 Advances on a chemical kinetic / fluid dynamic model of InN deposition

An advanced computational model was developed to predict the formation InN film from the reaction of TMI with ammonia (NH₃). Both components were introduced into the reactor in the gas phase. The background gas was molecular nitrogen (N₂). Organometallic chemical vapor deposition occurred on a heated sapphire surface. The InN film was collected onto a hot sapphire substrate. The overall reaction between the two reactants can be sketched as:

\[
\text{TMI}_{\text{gas}} + \text{NH}_3_{\text{gas}} \rightarrow \rightarrow \text{InN}_{\text{film}} + 3 \text{CH}_3_{\text{gas}} + 3 \text{H}_{\text{gas}} \quad [12]
\]
consider InN film dissociation. Future computations will include InN dissociation and its N$_2$ pressure dependence (see equation [3]). Only runs with N$_2$ at 1 atm were considered.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{TMI}_\text{gas} & \leftrightarrow \text{DMI}_\text{gas} + \text{CH}_3\text{gas} \leftrightarrow \\
\text{MMI}_\text{gas} + 2 \text{CH}_3\text{gas} \quad [13] \\
\text{NH}_3\text{gas} & \rightarrow \text{NH}_2\text{gas} + \text{H}_\text{gas} \rightarrow \\
\text{NH} \text{gas} + 2 \text{H}_\text{gas} \quad [14] \\
\text{MMI}_\text{gas} + \text{NH}_\text{gas} & \rightarrow \text{InN}_\text{gas} + \text{CH}_4\text{gas} \quad [15] \\
\text{InN}_\text{gas} & \rightarrow \text{InN}_\text{film} \quad [16] \\
\text{MMI}_\text{gas} & \rightarrow \text{MMI}_\text{adsorbed} \quad [17] \\
\text{MMI}_\text{adsorbed} + \text{NH}_\text{gas} & \rightarrow \text{InN}_\text{film} + \text{CH}_4\text{gas} \quad [18] \\
\text{TMI}_\text{gas} & \rightarrow \text{TMI}_\text{adsorbed} \quad [19] \\
\text{TMI}_\text{adsorbed} & \leftrightarrow \text{DMI}_\text{adsorbed} + \text{CH}_3\text{gas} \\
& \leftrightarrow \text{MMI}_\text{adsorbed} + 2 \text{CH}_3\text{gas} \quad [20] \\
\text{MMI}_\text{adsorbed} + \text{NH}_\text{gas} & \rightarrow \\
\text{InN}_\text{film} + \text{CH}_4\text{gas} \quad [21] \\
\text{CH}_3\text{gas} + \text{H}_\text{gas} & \rightarrow \text{CH}_4\text{gas} \quad [22] \\
\text{TMI}_\text{gas} + \text{NH}_3\text{gas} & \leftrightarrow \text{TMI}:\text{NH}_3\text{gas} \quad [23]
\end{align*}
\]

The model reactor (see Figure 3) consisted of a chamber 36 cm long. The inlet and outlet had square cross section of 1.5 cm by 1.5 cm, and a longitudinal length of 4.5 cm. The chamber walls curve inwards in one direction, with a central distance of 0.5 cm, and outwards in a perpendicular direction, with a maximum central distance of 4.5 cm, to maintain a constant cross-sectional area. Two substrate surfaces were located on the top and bottom chamber walls at exactly the middle point of the reactor. The horizontal dimensions of the substrates were 1.5 cm by 0.7 cm. Due to the wall curving of the chamber, the two parallel surfaces of the substrates were separated by 0.5 cm. The walls of the reactor were quartz glass (fused silica) and the substrates are made of transparent sapphire. The background temperature selected for the simulations was 300K and for the substrate temperature was 773K. The flow rates chosen were 10 standard liter per minute for N$_2$, and 0.35 and 50 standard cubic centimeters per minute for TMI and NH$_3$, respectively. The computations were performed assuming terrestrial gravity. The numerical simulations were performed in two dimensions and because of the axial symmetry of the reactor, only half of it was modeled. The simulations were carried out under steady-state and time-dependent conditions.

Seven steady-state cases were studied. Case 1 and case 2 consisted of mechanism I with no adduct formation and with adduct formation but no adduct dissociation, respectively; cases 3 through 5 consisted of mechanism II with no adduct formation, with adduct formation and no adduct dissociation, and with adduct formation and adduct dissociation, respectively. Cases 6 and 7 consisted of mechanism III with no adduct formation and with adduct formation but no adduct dissociation. Three time-dependent simulations were performed, involving a pulsing process, in which the following sequence of gas mixture was introduced into the reactor chamber every 2/10 s: N$_2$ + NH$_3$; N$_2$; N$_2$ + TMI; N$_2$. The chemical pulsing cases studied consisted of mechanism II with no adduct formation (case 8), with adduct formation but no adduct dissociation (case 9), and with adduct formation and adduct dissociation (case 10).

InN film formation for cases 1, 3 and 6, was predominantly due to the deposition of InN generated in the gas phase. In terms of the overall InN film growth rate, the results for these three cases were essentially the same (see Figure 8). Formation of adduct (without allowing for dissociation) substantially reduced the available TMI and, consequently, the InN film growth rate.

![Figure 8. InN film growth rate at the substrate for mechanism I (case 1), mechanism II (case 3), and mechanism III (case 5), when no adduct formation was included.](image)

(The coordinate system origin is at the center of the substrate.)

Figure 9 shows that inclusion of adduct formation (cases 2, 4 and 7) prevented film growth by several orders of magnitude, when compared to cases 1, 3 and 4, and that film growth increased with MMI (case 4) and TMI (case 7) adsorption. When the adduct was allowed to dissociate, the growth rate was comparable to the case with no adduct formation.
Figure 9. InN film growth rate at the substrate for mechanism I (case 2), mechanism II (case 4), and mechanism III (case 7), when adduct formation was included but no adduct dissociation was allowed.

Figure 10 shows that the mass fraction of adduct becomes considerably smaller (as compared to case 4) when the adduct was allowed to dissociate (case 5). In case 4, TMI was essentially tied up in the adduct. Thus, when the adduct was allowed to dissociate, it became a source of TMI for InN film growth. Figure 11 shows that vapor deposition was the main contributor to film growth under steady-state conditions.

Formation of the TMI:NH₃ adduct may be prevented by chemical pulsing, where TMI is separated from NH₃. Using mechanism II, three different cases were simulated (cases 8, 9, and 10) which are the counterpart of the steady state cases 3, 4, and 5. Case 8 can be viewed as the ideal case in which no adduct formation was present. Case 9 represented the least favorable condition in which the TMI:NH₃ adduct acted as a permanent sink of the InN precursors. Case 10 was the one closest to reality, where the adduct was formed (therefore acting as a sink) but also it was allowed to dissociate, and consequently acting as a source of InN precursors. The results indicated that adduct formation with dissociation attained about 88% of the ideal value, while adduct formation with no dissociation attained only about 33% of the ideal value. When chemical pulsing was used, the heterogeneous reactions were the dominant mechanisms for InN film growth. Chemical pulsing enhanced surface chemistry; and the separation of TMI from NH₃ favored heterogeneous chemistry (more MMI became adsorbed and available for the arrival of NH) since the gas flow tended to keep TMI and NH₃ separate in the gas phase. Figure 12 compares the InN film growth rate from vapor deposition and from heterogeneous chemistry during two complete cycles. It can be seen that periodicity was achieved after the second cycle. Figure 12 also shows a short-lived InN peak that occured briefly after the regular occurrence of the InN film growth period. This short-lived film growth occured when an NH₃ pulse reached the substrate at a moment where the substrate was loaded with adsorbed MMI. At the moment of the arrival of the front of the NH₃ pulse, the second section of the substrate had an MMI concentration that was several orders of magnitude higher than the MMI concentrations present at the first half of the substrate. As the NH₃ reached the vicinity of the substrate, it very quickly photolyzed...
into NH. As NH encountered the large MMI-adsorbed concentrations, it reacted to form InN film. The MMI-NH adsorbed complex depleted the MMI-adsorbed concentrations; this explains the short lifetime of the second InN peak.

Figure 12. InN film growth rates from vapor deposition and from heterogeneous chemistry for pulsed mechanism II and no adduct formation (case 7)

Figure 13 shows the time history of the surface values at the middle of the substrate for two cycles of pulses. For each cycle, the first pulse of NH3 was transported to the substrate and became decomposed into NH. Following the N2 pulse, the TMI pulse was transported to the substrate where it was thermally decomposed by the substrate high temperature and MMI became adsorbed. Heterogeneous reactions took place where residual NH reacted with the adsorbed MMI to form InN. In a similar fashion, MMI in the gas phase reacted with NH to form gaseous InN. A portion of this InN was incorporated into the surface via vapor deposition. These simulations of cases 8, 9 and 10 indicate that: a) chemical pulsing significantly reduced the negative effect of adduct formation; b) surface chemistry was the dominant source of InN film growth; and c) adduct decomposition increased InN film growth by producing InN precursors.


The gas-phase dissociation of trimethylindium (TMI) has been studied using three models: a strictly thermodynamic model, a strictly chemical kinetic model, and a chemical kinetic/fluid dynamic model based on an existing compact hard-shell reactor. The strictly thermodynamic model predicted dissociation of TMI at 300 K, in disagreement with experimental evidence. The strictly chemical kinetic model predicted no dissociation of TMI at 300 K, 4% dissociation at 850 K and 72% dissociation at 1000 K. The model predicted about twice as much monomethylindium (MMI) than atomic indium, at atmospheric pressure and at 20 atm, when the temperature was 1000 K. Finally, the chemical kinetic / fluid dynamic model, with a substrate temperature of 1000 K, indicated that the relative species concentrations were highly dependent on pressure. In all cases, dimethylindium (DMI) concentrations were negligible. At 1 atm, the model predicted 40% TMI and 58% MMI. A maximum of 93% MMI was predicted for 2.5 atm. For pressures above 12.5 atm, it was found that atomic indium (In) concentrations were greater than those of MMI. These predictions will be tested experimentally using the compact hard-shell reactor for high pressures of Georgia State University.

A chemical kinetic / fluid dynamic model was designed, based on a simplified system of chemical equations that would represent the reaction of TMI with ammonia (NH3) and the deposition of InN. The simulations were conducted at atmospheric pressure, under standard gravity, using inlet gases at 300 K, and a substrate temperature of 773 K. The flow rates used were 10 standard liters per minute of nitrogen gas and, 0.35 and 50 standard cubic centimeters per minute for TMI and ammonia, respectively. Formation of TMI:NH3 complex occurred in the gas phase, while the thermal decomposition of TMI either occurred in the gas phase or on TMI molecules adsorbed to the substrate. MMI and NH were the two reactive species selected for the formation of InN. InN could be formed either in the gas phase and subsequently adsorbed to the substrate, or by direct reaction of an adsorbed MMI with gaseous NH. The
incoming reactants (TMI and NH₃) were introduced into the reactor simultaneously or in pulses separated by N₂. The simulations indicated that if the adduct could dissociate, film growth was comparable to the case when no adduct formation was allowed. In addition, MMI and TMI adsorption enhanced film growth. Chemical pulsing enhanced surface chemistry, since the separation of TMI from NH₃ favored heterogeneous chemistry. In this case, more MMI became adsorbed and available for the arrival of NH at the substrate. The model provided concrete details regarding the periodicity of the deposition process, which will be tested experimentally using the reactor at Georgia State University.
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